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Admissions Announces
100 Application Rise

The Admissions Office also reCOLLEGIAN interview, Mr.
Kushan, Director of Admiss- ports that student response to admissions' tours has been very enions, outlined a spectacular increase in the number of high shcool couraging and that the number of
students interested in Kenyon. He prospective students visiting Kenyon
released statistics indicating that is, thus far, running more than
Kenyon has already received 180 twice that of last year. Kushan noted
particularly large increases in stuapplications for admission as opdent response to recent admissions'
posed to 83 applications received
visits to Washington, D.C., Chicago,
last year at this point.
Kushan also noted a significant Westchester County, New York, and
increase in the number of Early Conniticut. At one recent visit to a
high school in suburban Washington,
Decision applicants (students indicating Kenyon as their first choice D.C., Kenyon drew a larger response
college) from 26 applications last from students than Conneticut
n,
Earlham, Trinity, Vassar,
year at this point to 77 Early Deand Lebanon Valley when conducting
cision applications received thus far
interviews at the same time.
this year.
In a

John

Wes-leya-

Drama, Music, Dance,

Highlight 'Iolanthe'

by J. Paul
Who is Iolanthe, What is she?"
Shakesp(with respects to William
eare) is one of many comments
elicited by the recent posting of
IOLANTHE
announcements. She's
a fairy (as in "godmother") that's
and this year's Gilbert &
who,
Sullivan Society production, that's
what. And Friday, Saturday, November 21, 22 at 8:15 p.m. and Sunday November 23 at 3 p.m. is when.
The
Memorial Theater in Mount
Vernon is where, and why is
the Hill Theater isn't big
enough to hold it (or her.) Tickets
are on sale now, at $2 for adults,
Si for students (including
Kenyon)
and 50C for children under twelve.

Blueberry
operas written
in their long
laboration and
G&S Society

by Gilbert & Sullivan
and successful colas produced by the
in association with
the Knox County Symphony and the
Dramatic Club, it is bound to be
one of the most spectacular, if
not complicated, productions in
's
Ken-yon-

history.
Professor
Paul
Schwartz has been conducting the
Knox County Symphony to play the
entire accompaniment, while Mrs.
Carl Brehm has been directing sectionals for the choruses. Professor
James Michael has been directing
G&S principals Gerrit
Roelofs, Liz Stopher, and Reed
Woodhouse, as well as newcomers
Shelley Stillwell, Bob Plunkett, and
That's how much.
But how much can't really be Bill Ferguson in their roles, while
estimated.
Work has been going Mitzi Van Runkle, a Gambier houseon since last Spring, and how many
wife, has been putting the cast
is still growing. A cast and crew through dance steps and choreoot students, faculty, and local residgraphing the musical numbers. John
ents have been busy rehearsing, Sheehan has been organizing the endesigning, and organizing this prodtire production, with assistance
uction. IOLANTHE is quite poss- from Craig Johnson, Kevin Horrigan,
ibly the best of all the comic Bert Parker, and Patsy Sellew. Mr.
Daniel Parr is assembling lighting
equipment, Mrs. Owen York is coFRESHMEN MEN
ordinating costumes, and well over
'DOWN' THE WOMEN
one hundred people are working
in some aspect, to bring about the
37
of ihe freshmen women
successful merging of all departand 34
of the freshmen men
into a delightful, grand-scal- e
ments
recieved deficiency reports on
production.
musical
November 1. Out of a total of
Well, why IOLANTHE? Well, why
188
"downs" given, men renot? Aside from its exciting posceived 118 and women 70. The
sibilities as a torrid tale of misdeficiency
reports went lo a
cegenation between a fairy and a
total of 56 women and 91 men.
mortal, it is a superbly witty social
In all, 35
of the freshmen
satire, an exquisite musical delight,
class received
downs. This
and an appropriately
compares favorably wiih last
fable. The opportunities topre-seTear when 92 freshmen. 48
comic opera or musical comedy
f the
at Kenyon are severely limited, and
Class of 1572, were
9iven deficiency reports.
it is an almost impossible featof to.
so
and focus the labors
many people on one particular goal.
be-cau-

se
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Kushan attributes the increase in
student interest in Kenyon to two
major factors: the opening of the
Coordinate College for Women and
several improvements in recruiting
techniques. Specifically, he noted
that the efforts of parents and alumni
in admissions work has proven particularly effective. He cited several
instances in which contacts with an
alumnus has resulted in a student
coming to Kenyon and suggested that
as many as 40 - 50 of the present
freshmen may be here partially as a

result

of the

parent's

recommen-

dations.
The parents' program,
last year, centers around

adopted
a letter

sent to all Kenyon parents asking
them to recommend qualified students to the admissions office. On
the basis of these recommendations,
the admissions office forwards information to the students and tries
to generate interest in the college.
In discussing the tuition increase
for next year, Kushan noted that
while "it was still far too early to
tell" about its effects, he felt it
would probably not hurt admissions
too much since many comparable
colleges are considering similar
hikes and Kenyon should remain in a
competitive position.
The Admissions Office urges all
interested students to stop in and inquire about admissions work over
Thanksgiving and Christmas. Kushan noted that student contact was
particularly effective in admissions
work and expressed hope that students would participate again this
year.

...

,
MELANIE SAFKA, a bright young folksinger, received a standing
ovation last Friday for her performance in Rosse HalL She did an
admirable job as a replacement for hospitalized Laura Nyro.
'.

Senate Approves
'One Senate' Plan

Tuesday, Campus Senate approved
the Coordinate Council proposal to
establish one community senate and
considered a request to establish

criteria for granting permission for
distributing literature in the Peirce
Hall lobby.
Senate passed a motion approving
the principle of the recommendation
made by the Constitutional Committee of the Coordinate Council. Senate
then authorized Chairman Robert
Fesq to work in conjunction with
Miss Marley, Chairman of the Coordinate Council, and jointly submit
a slate of candidates for a combined
constitutions committee to President Caples. This committee will

Ulrey Tells Experiences

Letter From Lebanon
by Mark Ulrey '71
EDITOR'S NOTE: Mark Ulrey "71
hour bus trip to the remote, but
is one of three Kenyon students
beautiful, mountains of northern
studying abroad this year under
Lebanon was to aid the villagers in
auspices
of
ihe
the Great Lake
digging an important and
Colleges. Association exchange
irrigation canal. The village
program with the American Uniof Akkar, a tiny hamlet, clings
versity in Beirut. Ulrey's article
to the side of a mountain. From the
is the first in a series of articles
top of the mountain, one can look
West to the Mediterranean and turnabout student experiences in the
ing, can see Syria to the northeast.
Middle East.
Though typical in outward appearA four day interlude between the
ances, Akkar gave rise to many
GLCA Near East Orientation Prounusual experiences. This was pargram in Shemlan and
tially due to its isolation. Akkar is
at the American University of accesible only by a narrow, slow
in
the
group
the
landed
0
Beirut
winding, mountain road. The tiny
small mountain village of Akkar-Atik- a. cluster of houses is presided over
Stated purpose of the 412
by the village sheikh, a man alleged
to embody all the traditional knightly
qualities. Akkar's sheik was the
ancient ideal indeed: handsome,
shrewd, egotistical,
and endowed with a magnificient
The fourth annual Kenyon Intermustache (always highly regarded in
collegiate Debate Tournament will
the mountains.) When offered a ride
be held this Fnday and Saturday,
in
0 teams competing
in our landrover, he refused to sit
with about
anywhere but in die front, and once
varsity and novice divisions.
at the canal site, our progress was
The tournament, which has been
Indeed,
thoroughly
scrutinized.
organized by Michelle Merian and
every foot of our work was surveyed
Debate Society President Alan
(he acted like a foreman,) and none
will run from 4:30 to 8:30
of us were denied some
Friday evening and from 9:00 to
coaching about the use of a shovel.
4:00 on Saturday; awards will be
Arguments and agriculture occupy
presented in Rosse Hall after the
the time of the men an Akkar
final debate on Saturday. Two-ma- n
and the women and children are sent
matches and
varsity switch-sid- e
long distances to carry' water in
four-ma- n
novice matches will be
jugs on their heads. There is no
held.
peeking in this society for the women
Debate Society representatives
wear flowered pants under their
will be present in Rosse Hall durskirts. Superstition still exists; the
any
guests
to
direct
ing the events
believe in a mystic healer
villagers
wishing to sit in on a session. Vothat sometimes descends near
lunteer timekeepers are especially
See LEBANON, Page 4
welcome.
long-await- ed

pre-registra-t-

ion

69-7-

Debate Hosts
4th Tourney

over-bearin- g,

Rap-popo- rt,

on-the-j-

I..
pR0FESSOR PAUL SCHWARTZ directs the Knox County symphony
during a

recent rehearsal for IOLANTHE.

ob

then be charged with the responsi-bilib- y
of reviewing and rewriting the
Kenyon Constitution and composing
a new document for both colleges.
One senator from the administration expressed concern over the increasing number of persons using
the Peirce Hall lobby to distribute
literature or sell merchandise. The
senator noted that the primary difficulty this year has been with persons outside the Kenyon community
who have used the lobby withoutper-missio- n.
For example, he referred
to Dennison students who have tried
to sell student directories and dis-

tribute Socialist literature.
The senator was also disturbed
by the increase in requests for use'
of the lobby by Kenyon people. He
expressed fear that some of the
material might be objectionable to
a number of students. The Senate w as
requested to outline a principle for
handling future requests, but failed
in an attempt to succintly state such
a principle and postponed action until
next week.

Osbun Exhibit
Of 'Ohio Look'

In Painting
"Jack Osbun, Ohio Painter" is
the title of the art exhibit now at
the Robert Bowen Brown Gallery
of the Chalmers Library. It consists
of drawings and paintings by Mr.
Osbun, Professor of painting at
Wittenberg University. Osbun is a
fairly young example of a painter
of "the Ohio look," a developing
school of art grounded in the abstract expressionist movement. It
is basically

a

figurative style (i.e.

based on human figures) portraying
in shape, color, and texture, forms
and landscapes indigenous to or
suggestive of the Ohio scene. While
the movement was initially local to
Ohio, it has spread around the
world. David Ilostetler, whose work
was exhibited last year at Kenyon
in the Brown Gallery, is also a
member of this school.
Mr. Osbun's work was chosen
for exhibition not only because it
typifies this artistic style, but also
because he is quite young and in a
formative stage of his development.
According to Assistant Professor
Donald Body of the Art Department,
Osbun combines definite craftsmanship with integrity, youth, and discipline. He is still derivative of
other artists and highly figura-Se- e

'OHIO LOOK', Page
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Campus Reorganization
The Senate and the Coordinate Council have agreed to appoint a committee to write a constitution for a coordinated
campus government with one community senate.
If this committee interprets their charge seriously, this
could also be an appropriate body to consider obvious problems
in existing campus government. For example, there is at least
one organ of campus government which seems hopelessly incapable of fulfilling its stated function: the Calandar Planning Committee.
The responsibilities of CPC include scheduling events, publishing a weekly bulletin, and initiating such programs as would
be in the interest of student morale. The first two responsibilities
should be and are in fact handled by the Public Relations Office. The final and most important function of initiating events
should be the responsibility of a revitalized Lectureship Committee. The CPC has on at least two occasions attempted to
vote themselves out of existance; they should be allowed to do so.
The state of the CPC is illustrative of the kind of problems
present in much of campus government. The constitution committee should also critically examine the Publications Board, the
Film Board, and the system of class organization. An attempt
should be made to reconcile these organizations stated functions
with what they really do.

by Mike Bootes

Prior to the deadline for last
week's column, there was talk of
a request by some girls to use this
space for an article expressing
their opinions on the power politics
of the Coordinate College. I agreed
that there was certainly good reason
for strong opinions to be expressed
about Jie situation, and I agreed that,
they should come from the students
of the girl's school. However, the
prospective writer backed down out
out of fear of reprisals. This is not
the first time that action on campus
issues has been repressed out of
plain fear of the power of administrators and faculty.
on a
Last joar after the walk-ospeaker in Kossc Hall, there was
a nave of disassociation on the
part of some of the organizers and
They anxiously
participants.
requested that their names not be
connected with the '"Committee" for
fear that their grades would suffer
as a result. And these fears were
not entirely groundless. One professor was quoted as describing
one organizer's participation in the
protest as "dispicable." The malice of the statement proved effective
in curbing the ei ihuMa.sm of the
student.
In other crisises of last fall,
there were concerted efforts on the
part of a number of administrators
lo pass judgment on certain students whose behavior was arbitrarily deemed "odd or unusual."
In several instances where no infractions of the rules could be
brought
to boar, administrators
turned to idle threats and indirect
pressure in an effort to make students conform to the "Kemon life
style." Fortunatch
such underhanded tactics were not altogether
successful. Such channelling of our
lives cannot be tolerated.
ut

We do not come to lcnon to simply participate in the "Keiiyon life
style;" but rather we come to participate in the definition of that

life style. I must say that my personal experiencs has been somewhat more encouraging than most
of those described above. As a rule
'I have found that professors respond favorably to intelligent challenges to a particular viewpoint that
they may either relate or profess
to be true. The ture meaning of
liberalism does not merely feature
the judicious and scholarly presentation of every point of view. There
must be real freedom to experiment
with opinions and philosophies in
a mutually tolerant community.
When Kenyon men are described as
"beasts," when conscientious protest is condemned as "despicable,"
and when "unusual" behavior is
attacked in righteous indignation
with a "like it or not" attitude,
the freedom of this community, its
liberal foundations, are dangerously
compromised.
IF

ARf
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Chaplain's Book Reviewed

Campus Apocalypse

by Bob Strong
"
college students. Its clarity and
In Beirut the immediacy of the
sanity make it a necessary aid in
October crisis often takes the form
any attempt to understand collegiate
of sounds
and real: sonal attitudes or experiences. I
America.
sounds of swords rattling in counChaplain Rogan argues that the
have not consciously taken part in
tries only a couple of hours disactivities and interests of students
any revolutions, political or sexual.
tant, sounds of gunfire crackling I feel alienated only when I'm told in drug use, radical politics, Eastin sectors of the city held by Palern religions, sensitivity training,
how alienated I'm supposed to feel.
estinians, and sounds of pitched I do not like Pepsi Cola. I see no and revolution can best be underbattles between A.L'.B. student facspecial significance in the growth stood as manifestations of a search
tions in the corridors of the building of hair on the human body. And I for salvation. Students are looking
in which I teach (GLCA students am equally bored listening to Tom
inward "to discover what it might
here, I should hasten to add, have Hayden or Novice Fawcett. Most be that unifies and brings together
remained perfectly safe, albeit a of the commentary about my genthe disparate experiences of the
bit staggered, as I am, to discover eration has generated nothing but young human being." And they are
just how immediate political events fallacious generalizations. The only
looking outward at "a society which
can become.)
generation gap which exists is the has become idolatrous about law,
The sounds have subsided for the gap between the realities of young
insensitive to its supportive comoment, only to be replaced by pracnstituents, religiously trivial, and
people today and almost everything
tice calls to battle stations offhelpless in the face of war, racial
that is written about them.
shore: U.S. forces may land in
APOCALYPSE -- THE
dishonor, and poverty." The salCAMPUS
Lebanon if there are "very strong STUDENT SEARCH TODAY (Donald
vation of others and of our society
reasons." The Navy Secretary's L. Rogan, Seabury Press, 54.95) is a is as important to students as any
rare exception in the literature about personal insights.
See LETTER, Page 4
Mr. Rogan writes, in part, from
his experiences as Kenyon's Chaplain. Some of his examples and
--figu-

Bob Rubenfeld

Arts Editor

13, iggg

Most of what I read and hear
about the generation of which I am
a part has no relation to any per-

Ron Schwarti

Photography

November
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Giving The Gals The Gavel

Women's Govt. Reviewed

illustrations

by John Desmond

Student government for the Coordinate College has shown itself,
despite obstacles imposed by the
circumstances of its first year of
operation, to be an effective contribution to the grand old tradition
of student government in Gambier.
The House Council, the lesser of
the two bodies which comprise the
political structure of the northeastern part of the campus, has
had fewer obstacles placed in its
path and has been able to gather
more leadership from its constituency than the Coordinate College
Council. The House Council, however, has been limited by an evanescent budget and an
ill-defi-

ned

constitutional responsibility.
What the House Council has accomplished so far, such as the
determiniation of how many TV's
are going into the women's dorm
(3), setting up quiet hours in the
dorm, canvassing the class for support of the Colburn Hall coffeeshop
proposal and women's physical education, and the improvement of
maintenance in the dorm can be
largely credited to its benevolently
dictatorial chairwoman, Miss Joan
Silverman. Despite a total disregard
procedure as
for parliamentary
such, she has shown a genius in
proposing courses of action, shaping
and limiting debate, and finding a
consensus. If she ever learns to
draw up an ordered agenda for
meetings (which may or may not
entail learning the difference between old business, new business,
and committee reports,) the House
Council will probably become the
most efficient body of campus
government at either end of the Hill.
It has already shown a capacity for
having more fun in its deliberations
than any other body of student government I have witnessed. I envy
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them for it and hope they don't lose
it.
In contrast, one feels sorry for
the girls elected to places on the
Coordinate College Council. Mr.
Haywood, for example, is one of
the most dominating personalities
Gambier can supply, and Miss Cro-zie- r,
also, is quick to make her point
of view known to the Council, especially in reaction to stated or
implied criticism. The girls on
the Council, almost exclusively
freshmen, as are their constituency,
are notoverawedby this combination
of charisma but are sometimes
They do, however, present
the student point of view effectively.
Mr. Bing, probably because of
his experience with Kenyon men
in a coed setting in Beirut, has
shown himself the most reasonable
member of the Council, in my
opinion. Mr. Ceaser deserves praise
for developing and proposing the
framework of a constitution for the
Coordinate College. This Constitution, envisioning a unified community senate, certainly goes beyond
the idea of two separate coordinated
colleges. What is suprising to me
is that his proposal received unanimous praise and unqualified support from the Council.
The Coordinate College government has, at present, $700 activity
fund voted them last year by the Student Council (this may prove inadequate,) and their share of the
$5.00 added to the Orientation Fee
to finance the men's Freshmen
Council, which amounts to a $500
Assembly Fund.
Though the campus government
of the Coordinate College may not
have much cash, it deserves agreat
deal of credit for operating at all,
and even more credit, for working
fairly well.
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be particularly

effective for the Gambier reader.
The language, at its best, reads
like an invocation with the concise
and timely phrasing for which the
chaplain is well known. But the more
important fact is that the perceptions of CAMPUS APOCALYPSE
go beyond Kenyon, beyond the small
liberal arts college, and approach
a general understanding of our much
misunderstood student generation.

'Ohio Look
Continued from Page 1
tive. This can be easily seen by
comparing some of his earlier works
on display (dated as far back as
1957) with his more recent paintings.
Osbun studied at the Instituto Allende
in Mexico, where he received his
MFA degree, and his feeling for
Mexico and its colors has greatly
influenced his work since then. His
restricts his use of
color to oranges, browns, and greys
primarily, and to deep reds and
blues. He paints figures almost exclusively, though he never uses
models, and continually reworks
his paintings over long periods of
time though still managing to keep
them "fresh" looking.
"I am fascinated" he said, "by
the possibilities of contrasting bold,
stark compositions with the subtleties of color and texture." His
color sense is indeed, more keen
than that which the Art department
tries oo impart to the students of
the color course. His approach to
painting too, is more representative
self-discipli-

ne

of the unique way of attacking a
canvass which "the Ohio look" usually typifies. Osbun can see and
paint a figure as a landscape, or
paint a landscape as a figure. Form
and color are influenced by the
artist's feelings, and the work of
art itself expresses the tremendous
energy with which he has created

it.
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Lords Ready For NCAA
The Kenyon soccer team
something to be proud of.

has
They
finished the regular season
record, and accepted
a

have

7-1-

with

-1

in the NCAA
st
College Division Soccer Tournament in Jacksonville, Illinios.
The Lord booters last played in
two years ago when
this tournament
Ihey finished second. During the
of November 21 stand 22nd
d
intend to do as well if
d,ey
a bid

to play

Mid-Ea-

eek-en-

Repeats
I.M. Link

ALO
As

Champion

golf team of Walter
Villecco, Fred Williams, John Ryerson, and Larry Harbison completed
season last week by
an undefeated
handing the Alpha Delt golf team of
Lancaster, Arango, Hoffmaier, and
their lone defeat of the
Geieger
season. While the A.D.'s had previously been tied by the Phi Kaps,
the ALO's had never so much as lost
an individual match.
were
Two of the four match-up- s
very close as Villecco recorded
the best score of the day in defeating Hoffmaier by two shots while
Williams edged Lancaster in a seesaw battle that was decided on the
last hole by only one shot. While
easily handled Arango,
Ryerson
Ceiger prevented an ALO sweep
by defeating
Harbison. Commenting
on Pedro
Arango's lack of aplomb
out on the links, former
player,
now coach,
Dick Irons stated, "I
The

as

ALO

aghast."

the

of

COLLEGIAN.

concerns of two members
of the
freshman class stand well
apart from those of the majority
of their
classmates. They have one
less worry and one more chapter
The

experience; Mel Otten and Mike
have already served with

of

Fisher
the

forces in Vietnam.
Both veterans,
now roommates,
"ere impressed by Kenyon's academic credentials and came here
principally to receive a formal education. They are unimpressed by
fl'e social
atmosphere at Kenyon.
"Don't get me wrong," qualified
fisher, "I'm not a party pooper.
"ocver, I can't get emotionally
nuiie up
in the social life here
like many
freshmen do . . . Why
have your
parents spent $4000 a
vear
. . only for
that?"
1;oth
Mike and Mel feel that
now
u,ey arc in a bette,. position
to
appreciate a college education.
Ml
enlisted in June of I960 due
j lack of funds
to finance college.
"c planned
to return to college with
aid of the GI I'ill once he had
armed

completed

as a

1.

better. The Illinois teams represented are Wheaton College and
MacMurray College; from Ohio,
well-balanc-

well-round-

ed,

t.
I-

ed

This offense outshot their opponents 255-15- 4,
and had 35 more
corner kicks
).
Their outstanding soccer skills andtalenten-able- d
them to break the ice when
it counted. The sheer guts of the
team were found in the halfbacks.
The precise passing and hustling of
Preston Lentz, Keith Tanaka, Jim
Hodge, Randy Navarre and Johnny
Emack put a permanent dent in all
foes they challenged.
The Kenyon defense is another
story altogether. Better fullbacks
than Peter Bersin, Steve Becker
and Doug Fleming are hard to come
(54-19-

by.
Goalie Jim Price averaged 8.8
saves a game, allowed only 8 goals
and shut out 6 of the 9 opponents
the booters faced.
And so in what was supposed to
have been a rebuilding year, the
surprising Lords find themselves
heading west, NCAA bid in hand.

--

his time with the ser-H'While in Vietnam Otten served

c.

medic.

Mike'

"as accepted

Kenyon
foil;
years aco hut decided to
'formulate my goals through exbefore going to college. "
igence
e
as drafted in AugtiM of I960
nd
served for
months in iet-s a platoon
leader of the
Infantry Division.
Both seem
to share a sense of
rcsPonsibility that they once may
have possessed.
Fisher rc- 'tes: "I suppose the thing I remem-fmois the tension and constant
0rrJ' I went through in being responsible for tfie
lives of the men
mder me .
. . and also the dis-- j'
J felt
in myself when one of
to

1

u

According to both Otter, and Fishthe Vietnamese attitude toward
Americans is varied. "Some Vietnamese are truly grateful for what
Americans are doing and treat us
with respect and admiration. Others
genuinely hate us for disrupting
their lives, creating chaos and destruction, and making a mockery of
their ancient culture."
Otten, however, added that the
American influence has also had
positive affects in Vietnam, raising
the health standards and the general
educational level.
Fisher was quick to criticize the
fluctuation in American military
strategy in Vietnam. "I feel we've
been playing games with the enemy;
with all our military power the war
should have been brought to a lull
several years ago." He cites the
massacres at Hue and Tay Ninh as
recent examples of tragedies which
might not have occured had the
United States take decisive action

er,

X
All-Americ-

candidate

an

by John Ryerson

After the third Kenyon score early
in the final quarter on a run by
Kenyon's football Lords had a Otten -- two of the seven pass
inter"fall Dance" of their own lastweek-en- d ceptions gathered by the
Lords proas they waltzed past Hamilton duced scores. After the first one,
College of New York by a score setting up Kenyon on
the Hamilton
of 34 to 6. Mel Otten and Wayne 20, Bill Christen
tossed a 5 yard
Marshall, both freshmen, led the pass to Chris Myers for the score.
attack by scoring two touchdowns This was Myers' 14th TD reception
each.
of the year, setting a new Ohio
The Lords, however, had to come Conference
record. Finally, on the
from behind in this contest, for on last play of the game Mel Otten
the first Hamilton play from scrimpicked off a Hamilton aerial and
mage QB John Rice threw a 60
returned it 49 yards for the score.
yard touchdown pass to end John
Besides the interception by Otten,
Gravely, and although the PAT was three other players had two thefts
missed, Hamilton had a
lead each in the contest. Backs Butch
which held up for 17 minutes. In
Black and Dan Handel, and linethe second quarter, the Lord offense
backer Ed Grzybowski each stole
finally retaliated, with Marshall put- two
aerials. Grzybowski now has
ting across two scores, on runs of
7 interceptions for the season, put- 24 and 7 yards.
6-

-0

ear!"r.

Neither Otten or Fisher were of
the opinion that American troops will
be withdrawn in the near future. They
stated that South Vietnam alone is
simply not prepared to take on its
own defense against the enemy. When
the 9th Infantry division was replaced by the regular Vietnamese
army, they cited as an example,
enemy infiltration, contact, and casualties markedly increased.
The American soldier in Vietnam
has lost any faith in the Parispeace
talks, the pair reported. They believe that the original aim of the
talks was well intented, but that
they have since been used by North
Vietnam to further agression in the
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have every right to protest the war
in Vietnam, since they're paying
for it with their dollars and the lives
of their relatives and friends. I'm
against the war but I also see both
sides of it the good and the bad.
"The American public doesn'tsee
the tearful gratitude in the eyes of
a Vietnamese mother when an Amer-

ting

lead.
was

hind only
In the

Baldwin-Wallac- e.

defensive catagory, the
ranking is not as encouraging as the
offense. Kenyon ranks only 10th with
301.8 yards let up per game. But although a lot of yardage has been let
up, many touchdowns have been
choked off by the pass defense,
which has intercepted 21 opposition
passes. The defense is young, but
has handled themselves very maturely this season. The Lords should
end their most successful season
since 1950 with their 7th victory
against Adrian this weekend.
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him in the Ohio Conference
A new Kenyon game record
set by the team with these 7

interceptions.
A glance at the Ohio Conference
statistics for the year reveal that
Kenyon has done well this campaign. Myers, of course, leads the
pack in the pass reception department with 74 catches for 1303yards
and 14 touchdowns. Bill Christen
is the second best in the QB department, completing 120 of 232 (51.7)
for 1686 yards with 16 touchdowns
and 11 interceptions. In the rushing
catagory, Jim Schneider is 6th with
519 yards in 118 carries. Christen
is 2nd in total offense, as is the
entire Kenyon team. The Lords
have gained an average of 380.3
yards each game, placing them be-
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THIS IS HOW ii's happened 14 limes this season for the Lords and
Myers. Mvers 84 points puts him on lop of the OAC scoring race.

ican medic saves her child's life
after it has been torn apart by V.C.
bullets. The public only hears of
the exaggerated napalm attrocities
which are far from the intentional
terrorism the Communists force
upon the South Vietnamese people.
"Americans have always been too
eager to condemn that which they
don't fully understand. What we are
South.
doing in Vietnam, militarily, is the
Both roommates agree that the only humane thing a nation such as
American view of the war is totally ours could and must do to prevent
one sided -- - being only aware of the a
lesser nation from being terrori"far from factual" stories told zed and massacred.
through the news media. Fisher
"As far as protests discouraging
commented, "The American people
American
American troops--mo- st
soldiers realize they're no, fighting
for America; they're fighting for the
"As far as protests discouraging American troops-m- ost South
Vietnamese people. I felt like
American soldiers realize they're not fighting for a mercenary but a mercenary who
America; they're fighting for the South Vietnamese people. was definitely fighting for the right
but a mercenary who was definitely side."
I felt like a mercenary
Vietnam was a personal experfighting for the right side."
ience for both men; but it was also
an experience difficult to relate to
an outsider. One of the veterans
i
f ...
explained, "It's an experience as
varied as falling in love with an
"
t
orphan's smile to seeing your best
friend killed by the enemy. Vietnam
made me realize how foolish, wasteful, and savage men are. It also made
V
me appreciate life and every minute
of it in the fullest sense.
, i

m
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Vietnam Veterans Are Oldest Freshmen

Dorfman and Jim Maisell
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
interview was prompted by interest aroused in casual conversation
at a football practice sesison. Both
Mel Olien and
Mike Fisher are
participants in Kenyon's athletic
program; hence, the slory originated from the sports department
Ira

by

i

1
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not

W'ooster College and Kenyon. Leading the Lords to success has been
a
offense, and a very stingy defense.
The offense literally won the games
for the booters. The line consisted
of the Ohio Conference scoring leader Steve Bralower, Ned Smyth,
Bruce Mavec, Randy St. John, and
Dave Barclay. Bralower scored 9
goals, had 6 assists and ended up
with 15 pts. Mavec scored 5 goals,
Smyth booted in 4, Braclay placed
3 goals in the nets and St. John
had 1 tally.
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Mike Fisher
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Campus News Briefs
Dean Edwards
Dean Thomas Edwards was elected

of the Ohio

President-designa- te

Association of Student Personnel
Administrators last Friday. Dean
Edwards will serve as president
of the organization next year. The
organization is comprised of Deans'
of Men at approximately 40 Ohio
colleges and universities.
Archaeology Lecture
Boyce M. Bennet Jr. will give
slide lecture entitled, "The Search
for Gilgal Near Jericho" tomorrow
at 8 p.m. in Philo Hall. Bennet's
presentation will focus on the archaeological aspects of a biblical site.
a

Over The Hill

by Herb Hennings
Rice University's yearbook will graduating class have decided to apbe a little late, but it will be worth pear in the nude. The female student,
Marilyn Johnson, contended that she
it to the voyeurs among the student
had only her body to give to Rice.
body. It seems that the outstanding
male and female students in the The publisher however became quite
uptight over the situation, and refused to print the male nude. After
protracted negotiations, however,
and a changing of the picture to a
Continued from Page 1
three-quartview, showing mostly
Akkar. Feuds are frequent, which
the rear, the yearbook will soon be
unaccounts, by the way, for the
available to Rice students.
finished irrigation ditch. A difMount Union College in Alliance,
use
the
concerning
ference of opinion
Ohio is currently debating legalizing
of the ditch prevented the Akkarians
alcohol on the campus. Throughout
from working together on the irthese discussions, Kenyon has been
ironically,
rigation project, a task,
cited as an example (by both sides)
so vital to their well-far- e.
of a drinking college. Several stu15 GLCA'ers plus villagers ardents argued that "... students are
dently bent their backs all morning,
permitted to drink at Kenyon. But
under "suggestions" by the sheikh
after a few weeks of prolonged
by midday,
more
surprisingly,
drunks, the novelty wears off, that
than half the ditch had taken shape.
is, they mature and no one drinks
We broke for lunch and a few hours
any more than they can handle."
rest during the heatbefore digging in
"Girls will never replace dogs-- ; "
again. The afternoon slowed because
commented an irate Williams stuthe latter half of the ditch meant
dent as he was confronted with the
going through some rather stubborn
new rule at Williams College outrocks that refused to leave their
lawing dogs from the Snack Bar and
resting place willingly. Near the end
College Dining Commons. The adof the day with the end in sight, we
ministration called the move a sanihad an anxious moment. One of the
tary measure, but the rule was not
villagers, whose land lay directly
greeted with enthusiasm by the stubelow the ditch, wanted to irrigate
dents. Said one outraged sophomore,
his field that night since it was his
"dogs are a lot more entertaining
turn for the water. However, the long
than a lot of people I eat with."
day had taken its toll on us and we
Bill Cosby will be at Kent State
were content to wait for the morrow
on November 15th. The
University
into
the
water
To
to finish.
turn the
be held at 7 and 10
will
concerts
ditch at that moment would turn
p.m. in the Memorial Gym. Tickets
our day's toil to mud, andmoreever
are available at the Kent State Unmake it impossible for us to coniversity Ticket Office. Prices for
tinue. The sheikh immediately interS3. 50 and$2.50
the tickets are
and
standing
vened
above us still
and ticket sales are limited to four
working in the ditch, vehemently arper person.
gued with his fellow Akkarian, who
Transcendental meditation is now
was below the ditch in his field. In
being taught at Smith College. This
the end, the shiekh won and came
is being taught by Joseph Clarke,
back to coaching us.
a student of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.
In the following days we finished
He recently spent three months of
the ditch and explored an ancient
meditation and training under Macastle on the side of a neighboring
in order to qualify as an
harishi
m nintain. The final night we celeinstructor. The only requirements
brated the end of our work with a
for the course are a student's time,
parti' which the villagers joined in.
her money ($35) and her abstention
The songs and dancing were highfrom drugs for 15 days prior to
by the
lighted by a solo can-ca- n
learning the technique, because the
shiekh himself. Sunburned, blisterMaharishi has discovered that drugs
ed, and happy with the success of
can bring added stress to the nervous
adventure,
our Peace Corps-lik- e
system while trying to learn transwe returned to Beirut and ALB.
cendental meditation.
er
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Tryouts for the Dramatic Club
production of LYSISTRATA will be
held tonight and tomorrow at the
Hill Theater at 7:30 p.m. for those
interested in acting or working for
the production in any capacity. The
first production meeting was held
Tuesday night, and tryout meetings
will continue through tomorrow. Mr.
James Patterson will direct the play
in a modern-dremusical comedy
style, utilizing the translation by
ss

Douglas
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CIRCLE will be held
Tuesday, November 18 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Hill Theater. This is the
second Drama Honors production of
the year, and will be directed by
Steve Hannaford. A number of good
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roles are available, as are production positions and "backstage"
jobs. Everyone interested in participating in THE INNER CIRCLE
should attend this meeting.
Reproductive

Fallacy?

The Kenyon Symposium is sponsoring a lecture on Social Science
and Reductive Fallacy to be given
on Friday at 4:00 in Philomathe-sia- n
Hall. The speaker is Richard
Rudner who is a professor of philosophy at Washington University in
St. Louis.

Letter
Continued from Page 2
statement might be defensible if
his allusion is to evacuation of
Americans. I doubt mat this is the
case and I find the statement deplorable because it reflects the,
blind acceptance of a foreign policy
which has never been fully exposed
and debated in the U.S. and which w ill
continue unchallenged as long as so
many in the U.S. remain uninformed
or misinformed.
I fear the "mindless lemmings"
will reappear one day in the U.S.,
Joseph Alsop attached this label to
the supporters of Vietnam Moratorium Day because, their demands
met, they would stand by helplessly
with no constructive measures to
suggest and watch the slaughter of
hundreds of thousands of South Vietnamese. He had a point, but he
failed to note that the dilemna is
due to the fact that possession of
facts, subsequent protest, and the
nation's recognition of die Tightness of the protests simply came
much too late.
I would hope that a regeneration
of "mindless lemmings" could be
prevented. A separation of truth
from fiction and falsehood is an
imperative now for the Near East
as it once was for Vietnam. The
parallels, it appears to me, are appallingly close.
I would hope that Kenyon students
could find time to discover and discuss the roots of the problems which
threaten to further tear apart this
region and which could conceivably
involve the U.S. in another Vietnam.
Robert Goodhand, Resident Coordinator of lhe GLCA Near East
Program
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Inner Circle

Tryouts and discussion of production plans for Eugene Scribe's
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Yearbook Becomes Rearbook
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"Jener'Son Airplane,

Collegian Record Review

Airplane At Last
by Bob Clasier

At last, the new Jefferson Airplane album is out. It's called
"Volunteers," and you'll know it
cover, and
by it's newspaper-lik- e
by the swarm of Airplane freaks
It marks a few
grabbing for
major changes in the band. Nicky
Hopkins has been added, not as a
regular member, but on about half
of the cuts. Hopkins has played

it

just about everywhere. He's backed
up the Beatles, the Stones, the Kinks,
the Jeff Beck Group, and just about
anybody else you can think of. He's
played with the Airplane at Woodstock and on the Dick Cavett Show.
His amazing piano work adds just
the proper foundation the Airplane
needs, just enough for them to work

we now find out was
by
the Airplane's Paul Kantner. This
is no surprise, because the song
seems so much more fitted to the
Airplane's style. They do a magnificent job on it, and Jorma
co-autho- red
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incredible guitar is enough to
make the song on its own.
So much of this album is so
good! Hopkins' piano. Slick's voice
and lyrics ("Consider how small
you are. Compared to your scream,
the human dream doesn't mean shit
to a tree.") Dryden's country song.
The
cover ("How
to Tell Yourself From Richard
Nixon,") The inside pictures,
The label with the little round hole
in the middle.

their magnificent wonders over
without getting off the topic.
Also, this album marks the entrance of many influences finally
breaking through and showing themselves. "The Farm" is helped immeasurably by the Grateful Dead's
Jerry Garcia, and sounds like the
Dead at their elusive peak. The
Crosby, Stills, and Friends group
pop up here and there. Stills plays
Hammond organ on one cut, and
Crosby is given credit for "music
sailbout." The Airplane also do the
CS&N song, "Wooden Ships," which

i

Outing Club
On Monday, November 17, a meeting will be held in Philo to organize
an "Outing Club" for Kenyon. The
natural beauty of the Gambier area
and the parks and forest of the
nation cry out for exploration with
the eye and it is proposed that the
College get to work. Any and all
outdoor activities could be considered: camping, bicycling, canoeing,
mountain climbing, skiing, hiking,
etc. The Club might organize activities locally and plan longer trips
over Thanksgiving or Easter vacation to places like Hocking Hills
or the Smokies, or, for that matter,
the Far West.
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